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Abstract
This paper sets out to find out whether English and Indo-European languages are
Arabic dialects by examining the Arabic origins of the common word root villa and
related derivatives like villain, village, ville, field, and formally similar but
semantically different words like vile, live, love, leave, loaf in English, German,
French, Latin, Greek, Sanskrit, and Indo-European languages from a consonantal
radical or lexical root theory perspective. The data consists of around 40 such
words. The results clearly show that all such related words have true Arabic
cognates, with the same or similar forms and meanings whose different forms,
however, are all found to be due to natural and plausible causes and different
courses of linguistic change. Furthermore, they show the failure of English and
European historical lexicography and linguistics in manifesting the close genetic
relationships between Arabic and such languages. Consequently, the results
indicate, contrary to Comparative Method and Family-Tree Model claims, that
Arabic, English, and all the so-called Indo-European languages belong to the same
language, let alone the same family. Therefore, they prove the adequacy of the
consonantal radical theory in relating Indo-European languages to Arabic as their
origin all because, unlike any other language in the group, it shares cognates with
all of them.
Keywords: Villa-related word roots, Arabic, English, German, French, Latin, Greek,
Sanskrit, Indo-European, lexicography, historical linguistics, consonantal
radical/lexical root theory

1. Introduction
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The close genetic relationship between Arabic and the so-called IndoEuropean languages has been firmly established in 60 papers, covering all aspects
of language analysis phonetically, morphologically, grammatically, and lexically or
semantically (Jassem 2012-2018). In all those papers, words have been classified
into broad semantic fields or areas such as family terms, animal terms, colour
terms, religious/divine terms or grammatical functions and categories like
pronouns, question words, verb to be, and the like. The purpose of all these
papers is to reject traditional thinking and practice in the field which classifies
Arabic and Indo-European languages like English, German, French, Latin, Greek,
and so on as members of different families (Bergs and Brinton 2012; Algeo 2010;
Crystal 2010: 302; Campbell 2013; Yule 2006; Crowley 1997: 22-25, 110-111; Pyles
and Algeo 1993: 61-94)..
The present paper focuses more closely on fewer terms or word roots that
that are similar in form and meaning but have different spellings and
pronunciations which are listed in separate entries in English and Indo-European
lexicography and linguistics. For example, although villa, villain, village, ville,
fallow, field share the same meaning 'farming', they have separate entries in the
dictionary which should, as a matter of fact, be listed under one root as practiced
in Arabic dictionaries. Like its predecessors (Jassem 2018d, 2019a-b), this paper
tries to focus more closely on fewer terms or word roots of two types: (i) those
that are similar in form and meaning but have slightly different spellings and
pronunciations which are listed in separate entries in English and Indo-European
lexicography and linguistics like villa, villain, village, ville, fallow, field, and (ii)
those that are formally similar but semantically different words like vile, live, love,
leave, leaf, loaf. Again, this work, just like Jassem (2018d), has three aims: First, it
focuses on fewer words which are more beneficial to the reader who does not
have either the time or patience to go through long lists of words in a basically
glossary-type work, since using fewer related words is easier to handle, faster to
complete, clearer to understand, and more useful or manageable to grapple with
or apply. Secondly, it shows the failure of Western linguists and lexicographers
and their faulty analyses because their descriptions of all European languages
were all initially modeled on Latin. Finally, just like all other papers (Jassem 2012| www.ijee.org
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2018), it tries to link all those languages successfully to Arabic which is their end
origin all.
The paper has four sections: introduction, research methods, results, and
conclusion.
2. Research Methods
2.1 The Data
The data consists of three sets of word roots, the first of which contains the roots
with the general meaning of 'farming', including:
ia)

villa, (villain, villainy, village, -ville); field;

ib)

fallow, fellah;

ic)

plow, plough.

The second set consists of formally similar but semantically different words,
namely:
iia)

fall, fell;

iib)

fail, file, feel, fill, full, flee, fly;

iic)

foal, fool, foul, filial, folio, foil;

iid)

fellow, follow, fowl;

The third set is comprised of formally reversed and semantically different words,
which are:
iii)

live, leave, love (believe), leaf, loaf.

Their selection all has been primarily based on their formal similarity in
having the consonants v-l, f-ll and semantic difference, which can all be traced
back quite easily to Arabic cognates with the same or similar forms and meanings
as shall be seen in Section 3 below.
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The etymological data for English and Indo-European languages is based on
Harper (2012-18) and his sources. For Arabic, the meanings are taken from Ibn
Manzoor (2018) in the main and related e-dictionaries like Albaheth Alarabi
(2018), a collection of the top five classical dictionaries, and Almaany.com (2018),
a collection of both classical and modern dictionaries, in addition to my own
knowledge of Arabic as a native speaker. Unless stated otherwise, the Arabic
cognates of the above English and Indo-European words are exclusively mine,
though.
In transcribing the data, normal spelling is used for practical purposes.
However, certain symbols were used for unique Arabic sounds, including /2  & ح3
ع/ for the voiceless and voiced pharyngeal fricatives respectively, /kh  & خgh غ/
for the voiceless and voiced velar fricatives each, capital letters for the emphatic
counterparts of plain consonants /T (t) )ط (ت, D (d) )ض (د, Dh (dh) )ظ (ذ, & S (s) ص
)(س/, and /' ء/ for the glottal stop (Jassem 2013c). Long vowels are doubled, e.g.,
/aa, oo, & ee/.
2.2 Data Analysis
2.2.1 Theoretical Framework: Consonantal Radical/Lexical Root Theory
The analysis of the data utilizes the consonantal radical theory, which is a
more precise version of the lexical root or radical linguistic theory (Jassem 2012a14e). The name comes from employing the consonantal radical or, more
generally, lexical root in examining genetic relationships between words such as
the derivation of persuasion from persuade (or simply suade), observation from
serve (or simply srv), description from scribe (or simply scrb), writing from write
(or simply wrt). The main reason for doing so is because the consonantal root
carries and determines the basic meaning of the word irrespective of its affixation
such as observation. As to vowels, they are neglected because they show mainly
phonetic and grammatical relationships and functions as in English sing (inf.),
sang (past), sung (p.p.), song (n), and Arabic qaal (v) 'to say' قال, qawl (n), aqwaal
(pl.) 'saying' قال, qul (imp.) قا, qeel (passive) قيا, qawwaal (emph. n.) 'informer,
gossiper' قلا, etc.
| www.ijee.org
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A full exposition of the lexical root theory and its procedures can be found
in Jassem (2018b) which will be skipped over here to avoid repetition and save
time, effort, and space. However, the main procedures of analysis in relating
words to each other genetically can be summed up in five steps as follows.
(i)

Select any word, starting with consonantal roots and overlooking vowels,
e.g., field, villa, fall, fallow, the.

(ii)

Identify the source, daughter, or sister language meaning (e.g., English,
Latin) on the basis of especially word history or etymology. It is essential to
start with word root meanings, not sounds as the former are more stable
and change a lot less than the latter which do so extensively and drastically;
for example, all the sounds of a given word might change beyond
recognition while meanings in a rather limited way. The meaning first will
often lead the analyst to the correct cognate naturally whereas the sounds
first will lead them nowhere definitely.

(iii)

Search for the word with the equivalent meaning and form in the target,
parent, or reference language (e.g., Arabic), looking for cognates: i.e., sister
words with the same or similar forms and meanings.

(iv)

Explain the differences, if any, in both form and meaning between the
cognates lexicologically, phonetically, morphologically, and semantically as
indicated. As a matter of fact, finding the right cognate on the basis of its
meaning first often leads one to the resultant changes automatically.

(v)

Finally, formulate phonological, morphological, grammatical, and semantic
rules after sufficient data has been amassed and analyzed.

That is the whole story simply and briefly as shall be clearly shown in Section 3
below.
2.2.2 Statistical Analysis
The percentage formula is used for calculating the ratio of cognate words or
shared vocabulary, which is obtained by dividing the number of cognates over the
| www.ijee.org
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total number of investigated words, multiplied by a 100. For example, suppose
the total number of investigated words is 100, of which 90 are true cognates. The
percentage of cognates is calculated thus: 90/100 = 9 X 100 = 90%. Finally, the
results are checked against Cowley's (1997: 173, 182) formula to determine
whether such words belong to the same language or family (see Jassem 2012a-b).
3. Results and Discussion
The main focus of the results will be on the Arabic consonantal radicals or
lexical roots of English, German, French, Latin, Greek, and Indo-European words and
affixes (prefixes, infixes, and suffixes); vowels will be generally overlooked whose
main function is phonetic-cum-grammatical rather than semantic as has been stated
above.

The words in the data have been classified into three sets on formal (and
semantic) grounds, which are repeated here for clarity purposes. These are:
ia)

villa, (villain, villainy, village, -ville); vile; field;

ib)

fallow, fellah;

ic)

plow, plough;

iia)

fall, fell;

iib)

fail, file, feel, fill, full, flee, fly;

iic)

foal, fool, foul, fowl, filial, folio, foil;

iid)

fellow, follow;

iii)

live, leave, love (believe), leaf, loaf.

All the above words derive from true Arabic roots or cognates with the same or
similar forms (f-l) and meanings, as follows.
The first set (ia-c), which contains 10 related words, all rotate around the
general meaning of 'farming', which are derived ultimately from Arabic as follows.
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Villa has several derivatives like villain, villainy, village, -ville which came from
Old French ville 'town', from Italian villa 'country house, villa, farm', from
Latin villa 'farmstead, country house, farm', related to vicus 'village, group of
houses', from PIE *weik-sla-, suffixed form of root *weik- 'clan, social unit of
the household', (also source of Sanskrit visah 'house', vit 'dwelling, house,
settlement', Greek oikos 'house', Latin villa, Lithuanian viešpats 'master of
the house', Old Church Slavonic visi 'village', Gothic weihs 'village').
Now, based on its meaning of 'farming', its direct Arabic cognate is fal2,
fila2a(t) 'farming'  فلح،فالحة, from fala2 (v) 'to farm'  فلحvia /2/-loss and lexical
shift. The same applies to all its related derivatives villain, villainy, village, all
coming from the same Arabic cognate and its affixes or derivatives. More
precisely,
Villain is taken direct from Arabic fal2aan 'a farmer; successful'  فلحلنvia /2/-loss
with –in in villain corresponding to -an 'derivational and inflectional affix' in
Arabic fal2aan. As can be seen, villain has two morphemes which is what it is
exactly in Arabic: fal2 + an (Jassem 2013a).
Villainy derives from Arabic fal2aani 'related to farms and farmers'  فلحلنvia /2/loss with –y in villainy corresponding to -i in Arabic fal2aani (Jassem 2013a).
That is, villainy is three morphemes which is exactly the case in Arabic: fal2 +
-an + -i.
Village is derived from Arabic fal2, filaa2a(t) 'farming'  فلح، فالحةwhere /2/ became
/j/ or fal2i, filaa2i (adj.)  فلح، فالحvia /2/-loss and turning /i/ into /j/ or
attaching /j/ after /i/ as was common in some ancient Arabic vernaculars and
even today (Jassem 2013a).
Ville is a place name suffix, meaning 'town, village; lit., farming', which came from
Old French ville 'town', from Italian villa 'country house, villa, farm', from
Latin villa, ultimately from Arabic fal2, filaa2a 'farming'  فلح،فالحة, deleting
/2/ besides semantic shift. This is true which marks a shift from pastoral to
agricultural society, historically speaking.
| www.ijee.org
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As to the Sanskrit words visah 'house', vit 'dwelling, house, settlement' and
Greek oikos 'house', these are certainly not cognates, it can be clearly seen. Nor
are villa and vicus in Latin, which are different words. For example, Sanskrit vit is
from Arabic bait 'house'  بياwhere /b/ became /v/. The same applies to the other
words.
Field has two senses 'open space; cultivated land', which descended from Old
English feld 'plain, pasture, open place or land, cultivated land', probably
related to Old English folde 'land, earth', German Feld (Old felt) 'field', Danish
felt, from Proto-Germanic *felthuz 'flat land', ultimately and directly from
either Arabic:
i)

falaat 'open land, pasture' فالة, passing /t/ into /d/;

ii) filaa2at 'cultivated land'  فالحةwhere /2 & t/ passed into /Ø & d/; or
iii) balad(at) 'earth, dust; village' بلادة/بلد, passing /b/ into /f/, which is the least
likely.
Thus, the two senses of field may be actually the result of the lexical merger of
the above two formally similar but semantically different Arabic words.
The second set contains formally similar but semantically different words:
Vile (revile, vilify) is a formally similar to but semantically different word from
villa, which came from Anglo-French ville, from Old French vil 'shameful,
low-born; cheap; ugly', from Latin vilis 'cheap, worthless, base, common', of
uncertain origin, perhaps from PIE root *wes- 'to buy, sell', which is not
accurate in my view. Instead, it ultimately comes from Arabic:
i)

feel 'lowly, base, heavy (in presence); weak, faulty (in opinion); elephant'

;في

ii)

fals, fils, fallas (v) 'worthless; broke; smallest money unit'  فلسvia lexical
shift;

iii) saafil 'lowly, cheap'  سلفvia reordering or /s & f/-merger into /v/;
| www.ijee.org
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iv) badhl 'cheap' بذ, merging /b & dh/ into /v/;
v)

dhaleel 'lowly; scared'

ذلي, passing /dh/ into /v/; or

vi) fallaa2 'farmer'  فالحvia lexical shift and /2/-loss as in villa above, which is the
likeliest since villagers are usually broke and downgraded by city dwellers.
Fallow (fellah) has a somewhat different word form but the same meaning of
'farming' in general. More precisely, it came from Old English fealh 'fallow
land', from Proto-Germanic *falgo (source of Old High German felga
'harrow', German Felge 'plowed-up fallow land', East Frisian falge 'fallow',
falgen 'to break up ground'), perhaps from a derivation of PIE root *pel- (2)
'to fold; hence to turn'.
Now, Arabic resolves the uncertainty whose directly true, identical Arabic
cognate is fala2 'to farm, to plow'  فلحvia /2/-loss or turning it into /w/. Thus,
Arabic fala2 split into villa in Latin and Romance languages and fallow in
Germanic ones.
Fellah (fallow) is a well-known borrowing from Arabic fallaa2 'farmer, peasant
فالح, turning /2/ into /h/. It's the closest in form to its Arabic source.
Plough (ploughman, plow) has a totally different form but the same or similar
meaning, which came from Old English plog, ploh 'plow; plowland', Old High
German pfluog (Modern Pflug), direct from either Arabic:
i)

fala2 'to plough'  فلحwhere /f & 2/ passed into /p & w (g, h)/; or

ii)

falaj 'to plough; to cut'  فلجwhere /f & j/ passed into /p & w (g, h)/.

Plow (plough) is a variant of plough above, from the same Arabic cognate as well.
It is a case of lexical split: i.e., one Arabic root, two English words. Both plow
and plough are variants of fallow/fellah, in which case Arabic fal2 split into
three words in European languages: villa, fallow, and plow/plough.
What about harrow which has a totally different form but the same or
similar meaning? Again, it is from Arabic, as follows.
| www.ijee.org
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Harrow (harry) is entirely different formally which came from an unrecorded Old
English *hearwa 'agricultural implement, heavy wooden rake', related to Old
Norse harfr 'harrow' and perhaps connected with harvest. or possibly from
Old English hergian 'make war, plunder, ravage, lay waste; harry', which can't
be true. Alternatively, Arabic resolves the mystery, which derives direct from
Arabic 2arath 'to harrow, to farm, to plow'  حرثvia /2/-substitution by /h/
and turning /th/ into /w/.
As to Old English hergian 'make war, plunder, ravage, lay waste; harry', it
can't be related to harrow; instead, it derives direct from Arabic: i) 2araq
'to
burn' حرق, turning /2 & q/ into /h & g/;
ii)

ahraqa 'to shed blood' أهرق, passing /q/ into /g/; or

iii)

haraj 'to shed blood, kill' هرج, substituting /g/ for /j/.

Now, we turn to the next group of words which are formally similar (with f-ll)
but semantically different, including:
fall, fell, filial, foal, foul, fool, feel, fill, file, fellow, follow, folio.
Again, all have true Arabic cognates as follows.
Fall (fell) came from Old English feallan 'to drop from a height; fail, decay, die',
from Proto-Germanic *fallanan (source of Old High German fallan, German
fallen), from PIE root *pol- 'to fall' (source of Armenian p'ul 'downfall',
Lithuanian puolo, pulti 'to fall), direct from Arabic afala 'of stars, to fall, set,
disappear' أف.
Fell (felling, tree feller) is the past form of fall and has several senses, which came
from Old English fællan, fyllan 'make fall, cause to fall; strike down,
demolish, kill', from Proto-Germanic *falljanan 'strike down, cause to fall
(source of Old High German fellen, German fällen), ultimately from Arabic
fala3 'of trees, fell, uproot'  فلعvia /3/-loss.
Fail (failure) is similar in form and meaning to fall, which has a different
etymology, though, coming from Old French falir 'miss; end; err', from
| www.ijee.org
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Vulgar Latin *fallire, from Latin fallere 'to trip, to cause to fall; fig., deceive;
be defective', from a PIE root meaning 'to stumble' (source of Sanskrit
shkarwidan 'stumble, stagger', Greek sphallomai 'to fall', Armenian sxalem
'to fail'), which can't be true, on the face of it. Instead, it comes direct from
Arabic faayal, faal 'to fail, be unsuccessful; to err, weaken'  ;فلياor from afala
'of stars, to fall, set, disappear'  أفas in fall above, a clear case of lexical split.
Feel (feeling; felt) came from Old English felan 'to touch; sense, perceive', from
Proto-Germanic *foljanan (source of Old Saxon gifolian, Old High German
vuolen, German fühlen, Dutch voelen, Old Norse falma), perhaps from PIE
root *pal- 'to touch, feel, strike softly' (source of Greek psallein 'to pluck (the
harp), Latin palpare 'to touch, feel, strike softly', palpitare 'to move quickly'),
perhaps ultimately imitative, which are not cognates in my view, anyway;
instead, it comes from Arabic:
i)

fala 'to itch, scratch, feel', falla 'to feel/search (one's head for lice), itch' ;فىل

ii)

fa3al, infa3al (refl.) 'to feel, to react'  انفع/  فعvia /3/-deletion;

iii) fa'l 'inner good feeling; good omen'  فأvia sense shift; or
iv) bala 'to feel, to test'  بالvia sense shift and turning /b/ into /f/.
File has several senses: First, the sense 'string, thread, or wire on which
documents are strung' came from French file 'a row', from Middle French
filer 'string documents, spun thread', from Latin filum 'a thread, cord, string',
from PIE *ghwis-lom, suffixed form of root *ghwi- 'thread, tendon', which is
untrue. Instead, it comes direct from Arabic:
i)

fatl(at), fatal (v) 'a thread; something spun'  فتvia /t & l/-merger;

ii)

falal 'a damage in a sword or anything' ;فل

iii) falla 'unloosen, cut, abrade'  ;فor
iv) laffa 'to fold'  لفvia reversal.
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Secondly, the sense 'metal tool for abrading or smoothing' came from Old
English feol/fil 'file', from Proto-Germanic *fihalo 'cutting tool' (source of Old High
German fila, German Feile, Dutch vijl), probably from PIE root *peig 'to cut, mark
by incision' (source of Old Church Slavonic pila 'file, saw', Lithuanian piela 'file'),
which descended directly from Arabic falla 'unloosen; of metals, to cut, abrade'
ف.
Thus, as can be clearly seen, the PIE roots are fictitious and wrong in both
senses.
Foal came from Old English fola 'foal, colt, young horse', from Proto-Germanic
*fulon (source of Old High German folo, German Fohlen, Gothic fula), from
PIE *pulo- 'young of an animal', suffixed form of *pau- 'little, few', direct
from Arabic filo 'baby horse; son'  فللvia reodering, a true identical cognate.
Filial (affiliate, affiliation) came from Latin filialis 'of a son or daughter', from filius
(m.), filia (f.) 'son, daughter', possibly from a suffixed form of PIE root
*bheue- 'to be, exist, grow', or more likely from *felios 'a suckling', a suffixed
form of PIE root *dhe(i)- 'to suckle', which is definitely wrong as can be
clearly seen. Alternatively, it derives straight from Arabic filo 'baby (horse);
son'  فللvia lexical shift.
The suffixes –al, -ate, and –ion all have true Arabic cognates as well. The first
comes from the Arabic definite article al-  ال اto which morphological shift applied;
the second from Arabic –t 'inflectional and derivational affix' ااة/ ا/ ;تاthe last from
Arabic –i(u/a)n 'inflectional and derivational affix' ن ا/ان/( نJassem 2012f, 2013a,
2015d).
Affiliation (filial, affiliate) is a related derivative, coming from Latin filius 'son' and
filia 'daughter', directly from Arabic filo 'baby (horse); son' above where the
suffix –tion is from Arabic –tun.
Thus foal and filial are lexical splits in Germanic and Romance languages from
one Arabic cognate: viz., filo فلل.
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Fellow came from Old English feolaga 'partner, money sharer', from Old Norse
felagi, from (i) fe 'money', direct from Arabic fai' 'war spoils'  فءvia sense
shift and (ii) lag, from Proto-Germanic *lagan, from PIE root *legh- 'to lie
down, lay', direct from Arabic:
i)

'alqa/laqa 'to lie down' لق/ألق, turning /q/ into /g (y)/; or

ii)

laqa2 'to lie down; to fertilize'  لقحvia /2/-loss and turning /q/ into /g (y)/.
Alternatively, it comes as a whole from Arabic:

i)

wali 'fellow, follower; inheritor, heir'  ولwhere /w/ became /f/;

ii)

fulaan(i) (also fula, ful) 'somebody, Mr. so-and-so' )  ف،;فالن (فال

iii)

wilf 'friend'  ولفvia reordering;

iv)

lafeef 'friend; plentiful trees; a two-voweled word (cf. vowel via reversal)'
 ;لفيفor

v)

filaaj, fallaaj 'partnership in sharing and dividing (animal produce in cases
one owns the animals and the other cares for them); split' فالج, passing /j/
into /g (w)/.
What about lay?

Lay is etymologically related to the second part of fellow, which came from Old
English lecgan/laggian 'place in the ground, have sex with' and German
legen, again direct from Arabic:
i)

laq(q)a2a 'to place; have sex with' لقح, merging /q & 2/ into /g (y); or

ii)

alqa 'put, throw' ألق, turning /q/ into /g (y)/.

Follow is formally similar to fellow above, which came from Old English folgian,
fylgian, fylgan 'to accompany; to follow after; obey', from Proto-Germanic
*fulgojanan (source of Old High German folgen, German folgen, Dutch
volgen), probably originally a compound, *full-gan 'full-going; later serve',
| www.ijee.org
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which can't be true. Instead, it comes directly from Arabic walia 'come after,
accompany' ول, turning /w/ into /f/. Thus, it is similar to fellow above.
Fill (full) came from Old English fyllan 'to fill, satisfy; complete, fulfill', from ProtoGermanic *fullaz 'full' (source of Old Saxon full, German voll, Dutch voll),
from Arabic mala'a 'to fill' مأل, mil' (n.) م ء, turning /m/ into /f/.
Full (fill) came from Old English full 'having eaten or drunk to repletion; filled;
perfect', from Proto-Germanic *fulljanan 'to fill' (source of Old Saxon fulljan,
German füllen, Dutch vullen), from PIE root *pele- (1) 'to fill', direct from
Arabic mala'a 'to fill' مأل, turning /m/ into /f/.
Fulfill (fill, full) came from Old English fullfyllan 'to fill up, make full' as a
compound of full (adj.) and fyllan (v) above, from a duplicate of Arabic
mal(a') mal(a') 'to fill'  مأل مألabove, turning /m/ into /f/.
Flee (fled, fleer; fly) came from Old English fleon/flion 'escape, avoid, fly from',
from Proto-Germanic *fleuhanan 'to run away' (source of Dutch vlieden,
German fliehen), probably, but unconvincingly, from PIE pleuk-, extended
form of root pleu- 'to flow'; instead, it comes direct from Arabic falla 'to
leave' ف. See fowl above.
Fly (flew, flown) has the same etymological story as flee above.
Fowl (fowler) is related to flee/fly in PIE root, which came from Old English fugel
'bird', from Proto-Germanic *fulgaz '(any) bird' (source of Old Saxon fugal,
German Vogel, Dutch vogel), from PIE *pleuk-, from root *pleu- 'to fly',
ultimately from the same Arabic cognate above as well; otherwise, it is from
Arabic:
i)

farkh 'baby bird'  فارخvia reordering and passing /r & kh/ into /l & g/ each
besides /g/-loss later; or

ii)

3aSfoor 'bird'  عصافلvia reordering and the change of /3/ to /g/ in fugol but
its merger with /S/ into /f/ in fowl and turning /r/ into /l/. See flee/fly below.
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Fool (foolish, befool) came from Old English fol 'madman, insane person; idiot;
mad, insane, foolish; blacksmith's bellows', from Modern French fou, from
Medieval Latin follus (adj.) 'foolish', from Latin follis 'bellows, leather bag',
from PIE root *bhel- (2) 'to blow, swell', which is implausible and untrue.
Instead, it comes direct from Arabic:
i)

feel 'lowly, base, tough; weak, faulty (in opinion)'

;في

ii)

balah, ablah 'foolish; stupid'  أبله،بله, turning /b & h/ into /f & Ø/; or

iii) bahlool 'foolish; stupid'  بهللvia /h/-loss and passing /b/ into /f/.
The sense 'custard dish', which is of uncertain origin, is from Arabic fool
'broad beans (dish)'  فلvia sense shift.
Foul descended from Old English ful 'rotten, unclean, vile, corrupt', from ProtoGermanic *fulaz (source of Old High German fül, German faul, Dutch vuil),
from PIE *pu- (2) 'to rot, decay', perhaps from the sound made in reaction to
smelling something bad, which is untrue; instead, it ultimately derives from
Arabic:
i)

bawl 'urine' بل, turning /b/ into /f/ besides sense shift, which is the likeliest;

ii)

faayen 'bad' فلين, passing /n/ into /l/ besides sense shift; or

iii) 3afan 'rot'  عفنvia /3/-loss and passing /n/ into /l/.
Folio (foliage, phyllo-, foliate, portfolio) developed from Latin folio 'leaf or sheet
of paper', from folium 'leaf', from Greek phyllon 'leaf', from Arabic:
i)

leef 'fiber; palm leaf fibre'  ليفvia reversal and sense shift,

ii)

lafeef 'tree leaves; plentiful trees'  لفيفvia reversal and sense shift,

iii) loof 'a broad-leaven hot vegetable'  للفvia reversal and sense shift,
iv) laff 'folding, turning'  لفvia reversal and sense shift', or
v)

far3 'branch, twig, bud'  فرعvia sense shift and turning /r & 3/ into /l & Ø/.
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Foil has several senses, one of which developed from French, from Latin folia,
from folium 'leaf', from PIE root *bhel- (3) 'to thrive, to bloom'; another from
Old French foler 'to trample on, injure, maim; deceive', from Vulgar Latin
fullare 'to clean cloth (by treading on it)', from Latin fullo 'cloth cleaner', of
unknown origin. However, Arabic provides the right answer or origin. As to
the sense 'leaf', it comes from the same Arabic cognates for folio above. As
for the other senses, it is ultimately from Arabic:
i)

faayal 'to fail, to weaken'

;فلي

ii)

falla 'to leave, to escape; to unloosen, untie'  فvia sense shift,

iii) fala 'kill, cut, defeat; search for (body lice)'  فىلvia sense shift,
iv) walla 'to leave'  ولvia sense shift and turning /w/ into /f/, or
v)

walia 'to follow'  ولvia sense shift and turning /w/ into /f/.
Finally, we turn to the third set of formally similar but semantically different

words, though in reverse.
Live (life, alive, living) came from Old English lifian/libban 'to live, have life, to
be, experience', German leben, Old Norse

lifa 'to remain, to live, to

continue', Greek liparein 'to persist, persevere', ultimately from Arabic:
i)

'alabba, labba 'to stay, live; to love; to escape'  نب، أنبvia reordering (and /r/insertion in Greek);

ii)

'alfa (alfa'a, lafi'a) 'stay alive'  نفئ، أنفأ،ً ;أنفor

iii)

lafa 'come, stay' ًنف.
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Alternatively, it seems to me that live might derive from Latin vita, vivere (v)
'live' by changing /v/ into /l/, which eventually comes from Arabic 2ayat, 2ai
(adj.) 'alive' ٍ ح، حُاةin which /l/ split form /v/, from /2/.
Similarly, it's worth noting that love, elope, (& leap), which are formally
similar to but semantically different from live, came from the same Arabic root
'alabba, labba نبب/ أنبabove as well, which is an obvious case of lexical split.
Furthermore, Peel is from Arabic lafa'a 'peel'  نفبأvia reversal and turning /f/ into /p/
or bala 'to decay, perish' ً بهvia sense shift (Jassem 2013m). See love below.
Leave (left) came from Old English laefan 'to remain; have left, bequeath' from the
same Arabic root for live above, or from Arabic falla 'leave'  فبمvia reversal
(Jassem 2013n);
Leaf (leafage, leafy, tree leaves) came from Old English leaf 'plant leaf, foliage,
page of a book', from Proto-Germanic *lauba- (source of German Laub
'foliage, leaves'), perhaps from PIE leub(h)- 'to peel off, strip or break off'
(source of Old Irish luib 'herb', Russian lob 'forehead, brow', Old English lybb
'poison, magic'), which is implausible; instead, it comes direct from Arabic:
i)

lafeef 'tree leaves, plentiful trees'  لفيفvia sense shift;

ii)

leef 'fiber'  ليفvia lexical shift;

iii) laff(at) 'a roll' لفة/;لف
iv) loof 'a kind of chili vegetable with large leaves'  ;للفor
v)

riff 'tree leaves'  فwhere /r/ became /l/ (see Jassem 2015h).
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As can be clearly seen, leaf and folio are each other's reverse in Germanic
and Romance languages, which split from the same Arabic root.
Love (loveable) came from Old English lufu, lufian (v) 'love' and German lieben
'love', directly from Arabic:
(i)

lahaf 'love, strong desire'  لهفvia /h/-loss,

(ii) labab, 'alabba, laabba(t) (n) 'to love, to live/stay'  البة، ألب، لببwhere /b/
became /v/ (see live above); or
(iii) labba, lablab 'of animals, to lick and fondle with lips; to sympathize with' ،لب
لبلب, passing /b/ into /v/.
Believe (belief) came from Old English belyfan (Mercian geleafa, Northumbrian
gelefa, West Saxon gelyfan) 'to have faith or confidence (in a person)', from
Proto-Germanic *ga-laubjan 'to believe; perhaps lit. to hold dear, to love'
(source of Dutch geloven, German glauben), ultimately a compound based
on PIE root leubh- 'to care, desire, love'. As such, it is related to love above
and its Arabic cognates. Alternatively, it came from Arabic aballa, ubaalat (n)
'to become a priest'  أبللة،  أبvia reordering, /b & v/-merger, and semantic
shift.
As to the prefix be-, it is from Arabic bi- 'verbal and nominal prefix and
preposition' via sense shift as in baktub/aktub '(I) write'  أكتب،بكتب.
Loaf came from Old English hlæf 'loaf, bread', from Arabic:
i)

ragheef 'a loaf (of bread)'

 رغُبvia reordering and turning /gh & r/ into /h &

l/; or
ii)

laffa(t/h) 'a bread roll'  نفةand related laff 'eating; food'

 نvia semantic shift.

To sum up, the total number of villa- and fall-based word roots and their
reversed forms amounted to 30, all of which (100%) have true Arabic cognates.
That is, all belong to the same language with Arabic being their origin all; no other
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language in the group can satisfactorily account for all such relationships and
similarities.
4. Conclusion
To conclude, the main findings of this paper were as follows:
a)

Despite the apparently different spellings or forms of the villa-related words above, all
share the same or similar meaning of 'farming and farmland', which consequently derive
from one true and identical ultimate Arabic cognate or root fala2 ف ل ح, whose resultant
differences stemmed from natural and plausible causes and different routes of language
change in each language. The other similar word roots have Arabic cognates as well.

b)

The findings lend further support to the adequacy of the consonantal radical theory in
relating English and Indo-European words, roots, and affixes to Arabic from which they
arose for sharing cognates with them all.

c)

English Historical lexicography and linguistics are replete with severe etymologically
implausible aberrances and drawbacks which have failed to show the phonetic,
morphological, and semantic relationships amongst such words like villa, fallow, fellah,
plough/plow, and so on and to Arabic as well.

i)

Not all English and European words are cognates such as English ville (villa, villain,
field, fallow) and vicus (vicinity), which are actually different words that can be
convincingly traced back to Arabic cognates (Jassem 2018d).

ii)

Postulating Proto-Indo-European and Proto-Germanic roots as well as uncertain or
unknown ones such as fallow turns out to be a myth since Arabic can provide really
living and true cognates for all words in those languages. For example, PIE *bhel- (2) 'to
blow, swell' and Latin follus 'fool' and/or English fool can't be cognates whose Arabic
sources are more pertinent (see above). Also Proto-Germanic *fulaz (source of English
foul, Old High German fül, German faul, Dutch vuil) and PIE *pu- (2) 'to rot, decay' can't
be plausible cognates.
In fact, the majority of words here are of uncertain origins, including: vile, fallow,
(harrow), feel, file, filial, foal, fellow, flee, fool, foul, foil, leaf. Arabic can provide the right
origin as has been shown above.
iii)

The multiple meanings of English words besides the uncertainty of their origin such as
field 'open land; cultivated land' is most likely the result of the lexical merger of two or
more Arabic cognates which are similar in both form and meaning: i.e., falaat 'the wild'
and fila2at 'farming' (see above); foil is another example.
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iv)

The formally different but semantically similar English and European words came about
as a result of lexical split from a single Arabic word such as villa in Latin and Romance
languages, and fallow, fellah, plow and their derivatives in Germanic ones, all from
Arabic fala2 'to farm' (see above). Other examples include Latin filial and English foal as
well as English leaf and Latin folio.
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